NEW
products
innovatively
designed
for you.

NEW

INSPIRING

DISPLAY

INNOVATIONS

IllumiGo™
LED Lightbox in a Box!
A completely portable 2x1m double-sided aluminium
lightbox display system. Simple to deploy with tool-free
assembly. Just remove from the box, twist out the feet
of the base extrusion and use the matching numerical
system to connect the remaining panels remembering
to insert the horizontal bar. SEG graphics fit into the
frame channel and the power cable inserts under the
base panel. Plug and play in less than 10 minutes!

Ideal for:

Hassle-free pre-installed
LED lights

✓ Exhibitions
✓ Events
✓ Retail
✓ Interiors

White powder
coated aluminium
frame with easy-to-build
numerical system

Packs away in it’s own
protective box with
carry handle making
it easy to transport
or store
Powerfully-bright
and efficient low
voltage LED lighting
that will save energy
and won’t overheat

Pre-assembled feet, just
twist out for stability

Discrete electrical port
under the unit allows for
multiple lightboxes to sit
flush together side-by-side
Silicone edged graphics fit
neatly into the frame channel
for quick deployment
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Tool-free fast
assembly, build and
display in less than
10 minutes
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Simple assembly
instructions for
quick deployment
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Great cost
effective solution
and exceptional
value for money

Boxed dimensions:
1150 (w) x 445 (h) x 180 (d) mm
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Compartmented padded travel
or storage box comes with full
instructions and carry handle.
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Formulate Magnetic Counter
PATENT

PENDING

Magnetic

New patent-pending magnetic counter - increase
your counter size by simply placing multiple counters
side-by-side and they will stay together just by the
patent pending magnetic elements. Make counters for
reception areas, pop-up retail outlets, bar or serving
areas as well as events, exhibitions and conferences.

Ideal for:
✓ Events
✓ Pop-ups
✓ Attractions

Modulate™
PATENT

PENDING

Ideal for:

Magnetic

Inspired by the Formulate concept, Modulate™ is
composed of a set of 11 frames made from Ø30mm
aluminium tubes and dressed with a custom printed
tension fabric graphic. Frames connect easily to each other
using powerful magnets placed inside each structure.
Based on this simple magnetic principle, it is possible
to combine the various Modulate™ frames to create
configurations for a vast variety of communication fields.

✓ Events
✓ POS
✓ Conferences
✓ Offices
✓ Receptions

Mix & Match

Choose your frames from the sizes and shapes offered and join them magnetically at any angle with the internal patent pending
MagLink system. Combine any number of frames and mix at will to make new configurations instantly - Modulate™ can evolve
according to your display needs from a simple backwall to free-standing columns or an innovative exhibition stand in minutes!

360°

Counters join
by magnets only
360° MagLink connectors in each pole
for multiple display configurations

Black laminate MDF
tabletop included
Easy assembly: numbered bungeed
tubes with push-fit locking buttons

Internal shelf
optional extra

Maximum table top load 40kg, maximum shelf load 20kg.
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Have the table-top
hidden or showing

Innovative stabilising feet
with Twist & Lock system

Transport bag with dedicated
pockets for feet and the graphics
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Embrace+
LED Pop-up Backwall
Embrace+ is a new premium portable backlit double-sided
display system that comes in versatile 3 or 4 quad high
versions. A standard system comprises of three main
components: the white powder coated frame (with wheeled
bag), a lighting LED curtain (also with padded bag) and a set
of purpose made SEG tension fabric graphics.
Embrace+ can simply be used as a stand-alone frame
or you can take advantage of the systems flexibility to
join multiple frames together to create a larger straight
wall, a U-shaped display or a seamless 90° corner. We
recommend maximising your display with a floor graphic.
The backlit LED curtain lights provide consistent illumination
with no black spots. Simple to assemble, every quad has
spring loaded clips and guide assembly system. A single LED
curtain is powerful enough to illuminate both sides of the
frame, without the need to add additional LED curtains.
Embrace+ is perfect for making great brand impact and
delivers an elegant and striking display that has many
versatile uses from events to retail window displays - even
innovative selfie booths!

Ideal for:
✓ Receptions
✓ Wedding
Fayres
✓ Events
✓ Shopping
Centres
✓ Rallies
✓ Pop-up
Shops
✓ Exhibitions
✓ Window
Displays

Custom Printed
Fabric Textiles

White, powder coated frame,
reflects light for a brighter finish

Bungee corded components slide
and click in place

Link backwalls with three variants of
tool-free clamps

Frame comes in wheeled
carry bag*

Vibrant dye-sub-printed SEG
fabric graphics complete the look

Frames clamp together to
create multiple configuations

As well as custom printed vibrant floor graphics we are
happy to announce we can now custom print fabrics too!
From soft plush indoor furnishings to deckchairs,
sunshade canopies, cushions and beanbags all suitable
for use outdoors or inside – come and talk to us about
your needs.

Consistent illumination with no black
spots, lights supplied in padded bag

LED curtains held in place by
easy to use sprung loaded clips

* Excluding 3x1 and 4x1 sizes
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Formulate LED Monolith

Ideal for:
Stable base solution
with black end caps

The new Formulate Monolith LED brings
illumination to our ever popular Formulate
range. With the ability to vary the height
from 2m to 2.38m and full 360˚graphic
visability it makes a hugely impressive brand
marketing display. This smart LED Lightbox
is double-sided, highly portable as well as
quick and simple to deploy.

✓R
 etail
✓E
 vents

LED strip

Adjustable feet
under the base

✓P
 op-up
Shops

Ideal for:
✓ Concourses
✓ Retail
✓ Pop-up
Events
✓ Receptions

✓W
 indow
Displays

✓ Exhibitions

✓ Instore
Displays

Bungeed push
button lock

Full 360˚
visual area

Tension fit zipped
fabric graphics

LED strip lighting

Retail Lightbox
Retail environments command style, clear brand
marketing and ultra stability. The slick black
powder-coated Retail Lightbox delivers on this,
combining incredible LED illumination with a sturdy
and stable base for high foot-fall areas. Finished
off with vibrant SEG tension fabric graphics, it's the
perfect retail solution.

Formulate Monolith Eco
A great, modern and
vibrant double-sided
tension fabric display
and a real alternative to
traditional roller banners.
Fabric graphics can be
renewed simply by washing
and if you require a new
brand message they can be
changed in an instant!

Telescopic Universal
Tablet Holder
The Telescopic Universal Tablet Holder is as
it suggests adjustable in height, however it is
also ideal for busy traffic areas in that it can
be secured to the floor adding stability and
security. The unit can also be locked which
makes it durable and theft resistant, lending
itself perfectly to a retail environment.
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Bungeed push
button lock

Adjustable height

Tension fit zipped
fabric graphics

Lockable
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Star Tent
Zoom+ Arch

Ideal for:

The lightweight arch shaped flag is
perfectly suited to identify entrances
at events, particular sporting meets
for registration areas, or race start and
finish lines.
For stability we recommend using two
optional extra stackable bases per side.

✓ Attractions
✓ Sporting
Events
✓ Malls
✓ Vehicle
Forecourts

Get noticed in a crowd with this eye-catching and
originally shaped six sided Star Tent. Supported with a
telescopic pole this vast tent provides a huge area for
branding and plenty of shelter for your guests.
The frame and fixings come in their own bag for ease
of transport and storage after your event.
Canopy securely fastens using tent leg connectors and
ultra heavy duty ground stakes (included)
Available in two colours (white or black)
or for a more vibrant look, you can choose
to do your own custom full printed
canopy (optional extra).

Ideal for:
✓ Play Areas
✓ Outdoor
Attractions
✓ Sporting
Events
✓ Food Fairs
✓ Festivals

Ø 10000mm

5000mm

2200mm

4900 mm

Flags attach by elastic
and plastic hook
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Full fibre pole

Optional extra 28 litre
base is weighted once
water filled (x4 off)

Hardware kit

Crank handle

Base pole support

Wire rope
setting-out guide

Supplied with six
ground stakes

Frame and fixings
comes supplied in a bag
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Ideal for:

Ideal for:

✓ Forecourts

✓ Camping

✓F
 estivals

✓ Street
Markets

✓G
 olf Days
✓R
 etail
✓S
 porting
Events

✓ Golf Days
✓ Sporting
Events

✓C
 ampsites

Zoom Tent Eco
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Rainbow

Swing

Ultra compact promotional
external display, lightweight
and robust when pegged into
soft ground. Flexible rods allow
movement in the wind delivering
maximum performance.

Simple, strong, economical
and popular external swing
sign with easy to change
panel to keep your message
fresh. No tools required.

Side arms attach
using hook and loop

Simply push the
frame to locate into
the base

Kept in place with
supplied pegging kit

Comes complete
with carry bag

Available from Summer 2019

Easy changing
mechanism to re-brand
your swing sign

Strong rubber base
for stability in high
footfall areas

Cost effective, quick to deploy
steel tent frame with fresh white
powder coated finish. Easily
shelters up to five people and
folds completely into portable
wheeled carry bag when you're
event finishes. Available with
optional white standard canopy,
pegs and ropes. Full printed
canopy optional extra.

Portable wheeled
carry bag

Winder opening
and closing

Collapsible
frame

Locking post

Hook and loop
attachment fixings
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Ideal for:

Ideal for:

✓ Receptions

✓ Concourses

✓ Exhibitions
✓ Conferences

✓ Pop-up
Shops

✓ Events

✓ Exhibitions
✓ Events

Formulate 4m & 5m
Straight Backwalls
Hop-up Impact
Curved
Curved aluminium light weight
free-standing frame system and
optional fabric graphics. Single sided
with optional returns at the sides. Quick
and simple to deploy with lock-together
plastic clips. Fabric graphic attachs with
hook and loop and can be kept in place
when taken down. Available in 3 and
4 quad width options. Compact and
lightweight to transport or store.

Easy to transport
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Plastic connectors

Graphics affix with
hook and loop

Illuminated
Hanging Structures
Formulate Hanging Structures can
now be illuminated making them stand
out above exhibition stands, or in a
commercial gallery or indoor reception
area or even walkways.

Optional back
lighting available

The Formulate straight backwall range offers a
lightweight backwall with clean lines. They're ideal
for creating picture backwalls or defining areas
in rooms by screening or zoning. Double-sided
tension fabric graphics perfectly contour the
shaped aluminium structures and maximize your
brand message.
Along with our original sizes we have super-sized
our straight backwalls and added the additional
widths of four and five meter sized walls to our
collection, both of which are also a substantial
2.3m in height to make an impressive impact
wherever they feature.

Bungeed tubing
with push-fit button
connections

Numbered tubing
for easy assembly

Fabric graphic zips
closed at base

Padded carry bag
included

Multifunctional Fixing
For 30mm Ø Tubing
Versatile transparent fixing for use on
Formulate and Modulate structures
that use 30mm diameter tubing for
accessorising with lighting or for
securing rigid panels in place.
Easy to mount with Allen Key supplied.

Discrete fixing
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50mm Vector Kit
The new slimline Vector
50mm profile is made from
robust aluminium to create
a light-weight, free-standing
double-sided frame.
Multiple kits can connect
together to for larger
backwalls. Vector frames
pack down to smaller
sections so they're easier
to transport and store.
Available in a wide range of
standard sizes we can also
accomodate custom briefs
too. Finish with a
tensioned SEG
fabric graphic
to create the
Connect multiple
kits together
perfect look.

Ideal for:
✓ Concourses
✓ Exhibitions
✓ Retail

Flat feet
included

Fabric graphic
with silicone edge
gasket (SEG)

Screw different
frames together

Angled sections join
with push-button

Hanging LED
Lightbox Structures
Vector LED lightboxes radiate
an even light over the whole
silicone edged gasketed fabric
graphic to bring your brand alive,
even in well lit areas. They’re also
changeable for a new look when
you need it.
Made from lightweight aluminium,
Vector hanging lightboxes can be
made to custom sizes to perfectly
fit your display needs.
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Ideal for:
✓ Exhibitions
✓ Signage
Fabric graphic
with silicone edge
gasket (SEG)

✓ Concourses
✓ Events

Metal hooks attach
to the structure for
ease of suspending

✓ Window
Displays
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Ideal for:

Ideal for:
Tool-free
assembly

✓ Receptions

✓ Receptions
✓ Retail

✓ Exhibitions
✓R
 estaurants
✓R
 etail

Arty

This lightweight aluminium picture frame offers two
alternative graphic options; to create a seamless canvas
style image simply wrap around or opt for the stylish black
frame with SEG graphic option. The slimline 22mm profile
assembles with simple push-fit connectors, and graphics
affix with either SEG or corner fixing clips.

Fabric graphic
with silicone edge
gasket (SEG)

Choice of wrap
around or SEG

Zenith
Ultra-portable, extendable in height
transport solution with maximum
storage even for large backwalls.
Made from tough moulded
polyethylene, Zenith standard cases
are 956mm tall, and the optional
100mm high extension creates a
taller configuration which can house
850mm wide roller banners.
Internal dividers to protect graphics
are included and the case can be
locked using padlocks (not supplied).
Zenith cases also double up as
counters with optional extra graphic
wrap and table top

Vector Slim Circular
Create eye-catching changeable
interior wall graphics, brand
messages or retail offers with
Vector Slim Circular. Complete
with screw in wall fixings, the
single-sided frames are easy to
assemble and deploy
These sleek lightweight rounded
wall frames,. come in a range
of standard sizes (400mm,
700, 1000mm diameters) and
custom options are available
too, so you don’t ever have to
be square again.
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✓ Office
Branding

Tension graphic
fitting option

Easy assembly

Fabric graphic
with silicone edge
gasket (SEG)

20mm aluminium
profile

Wall fixings
supplied

Foam protected lid
holds 2x LED lights

Removable internal
dividers to protect graphics

Ideal for:
✓ Pop-up
Shops
✓ Exhibitions

Optional graphic
wrap and table top

One case
extendable
to three
heights

Optional table top comes
in
and iPad
holder (iPad not included)
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Our products
influence the visual
communications
market with
innovative design
and development,
combined with sound
industry knowledge.

NEW
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DISPLAY

INNOVATIONS

